
My interest in archery began
when I was barely a
teenager and to put it in

perspective it was about the same
time God invented dirt. I joined a
newly formed archery club with an
outdoor field range consisting of 14
targets set at various distances. I
spent every spare minute at the
range where everyone shot instinc-
tively with fingers using wooden
arrows; stick bows or recurves. Most
archers had a pencil mark on the
bow string that served as a nocking
point reference and the guys that
were really high tech had a knot of
string tied on their serving under
which they placed their arrow.
Things were pretty basic. 

I can still remember the day a
guy showed up at the range with a
single sight taped to his bow. People
went nuts, claimed that sights would
ruin archery and some clubs even
attempted to outlaw bow sights on
the range. As ridiculous as that may
seem today, at the time it was deadly
serious. I saw the same kind of

upheaval when the compound bow
was introduced and again when
releases appeared. Mechanical
broadheads met with strong resis-
tance and I remember when a sim-
ple lighted sight pin was deemed
illegal for hunting in the state of
Pennsylvania. 

We recently saw some of the
same reactions as crossbows gained
in popularity. There were organized
attempts to keep them from being
made legal in the regular archery
season. While some states allowed
them to be used by people with
physical limitations others refused
to make even that concession. Many
archers spoke out against crossbows
and some archery shops refused to
sell them. Fortunately many people
saw crossbows as an opportunity to
bring new people into the sport and
keep those shooting arrows whose
age related phys-
ical problems
might have oth-
erwise driven
them away from

archery. While some dealers were not
receptive to crossbows others saw
them as a tremendous selling oppor-
tunity. As more and more states
opened up hunting opportunities for
crossbows public opinion shifted in
favor of acceptance giving birth to a
whole new market.    

Crossbows are now an impor-
tant part of the archery industry
and in turn part of the overall
archery market. As a dealer you
may have sold crossbows for a long
time or just recently added them to
your inventory. You may even be
one of those remaining shops who
have not yet made the commitment
to offer crossbows. Whatever posi-
tion you find yourself in this feature
is designed to help you understand
more about selling crossbows, how
the crossbow market is expanding
and the additional opportunities for

Crossbow Opportunities
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Excalibur’s newest crossbow is the Axiom SMF which is capable
of producing arrow speeds in excess of 300 feet per second. It
comes with a black fiber reinforced composite mainframe and a
draw weight of 175 pounds with a 14-1/2 inch power stroke and
weighs in at 6 pounds. The Axiom SMF is sold only as a kit includ-
ing a matching multiplex crossbow scope, rings and base, as well
as a four arrow quiver, four arrows and rope cocking aid. This kit
is designed as a budget priced option to help emerging crossbow
hunters to enjoy Excalibur quality. For more information call
(519) 743-6890.

Excalibur’s Equinox has a 225 pound draw weight producing 350
feet per second and is ergonomically designed complete with
thumbhole stock. The Equinox is designed and built with a
reduced length making it easier to cock and steadier to hold
according to Excalibur. Shown here the Equinox is outfitted with
quiver, cheekpiece, Shadow-Zone scope and “S5” shock and sound
suppressor system.

The “S5” accessory is designed to use a combination of modern
vibration reduction technology to reduce string shock and sound.
It attaches easily and quickly to
mounting holes in the riser of all
2004 or newer Excalibur Crossbows
and will work either in conjunction
with Excalibur’s dissipator bar sys-
tem or on its own to quiet shot noise
and reduce vibration. For more
information call (519) 743-6890.
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add-on sales as well as the upgrade
market that is now developing. Well,
enough history; Let’s take a look at
the crossbow opportunities avail-
able, how to maximize your sales
potential and increase your cus-
tomer base. 

CHANGING MARKET
Although many dealers feared

crossbows would greatly reduce ver-
tical bow sales that assumption
proved false for the stores I’ve
checked with. Dealers have learned
that adding crossbows to their
inventory brings more traffic
through the store thus increasing the
customer base. Rifle hunters who
were attracted by the expanded
hunting opportunities the crossbow
offered became new “bowhunting”
customers. They not only bought
their crossbows and accessories but
also gear normally more associated
with bowhunting than rifle hunting.
These purchases included but were
not limited to scents, calls, decoys,
camo, tree stands, ground blinds etc.
In other words the crossbow sale
went far beyond the simple purchase
of a crossbow package.  

Several dealers have told

ArrowTrade that they have had cus-
tomers who were originally rifle
hunters buy a crossbow and after a
year or two buy a vertical bow
because they wanted to give that a
try as well. From what I can tell, the
crossbow does not kill the bowhunt-
ing market it actually helps create a
new and expanded market. While it
is true that some people who are
physically capable of shooting a ver-
tical hunting bow may chose to hunt
with a crossbow that does not tell the
whole story. There are many more
young people, women and even
some men who are not physical
capable of using a vertical bow of the
proper hunting weight that can
enjoy bowhunting by using a cross-
bow. Another category of people
often forgotten are those responsible
bowhunters who due to work or
family commitments do not have the
time to practice and keep their
shooting skills sharp. Being ethical
they often choose to not hunt rather
than risk wounding an animal. The
crossbow allows them to combine
their bowhunting skills of getting
close to game undetected with a
weapon that can be shot accurately
with less practice. All of these people
represent customers who would not

Abound for Today’s Dealer
By Business Editor John Kasun

Excalibur offers an add-on cheekpiece
and X-tender for its bows. The cheekpiece
will attach to any of its thumbhole stocks
and its new traditional stock to maximize
comfort and control. Finished in either
Realtree Hardwoods HD or Realtree AP HD
the cheekpiece seamlessly snaps in place
for either right or left handed shooters
and is attached using a single machine
screw.

Excalibur’s  X-tender is available in
Realtree AP HD and Hardwoods HD camo
finishes to match current crossbow models
and is also available in brown. The X-
Tender adds up to 1 inch of length to any
Excalibur crossbow stock so the “big guys”
can appreciate the Excalibur advantage in
total comfort. The X-tender clips onto any
of Excalibur’s thumbhole stocks or its new
traditional stock in seconds to increase
length of pull by 1/2, 3/4, or 1 inch. For
more information call (519) 743-6890.

Specifically designed for discharging a
crossbow at the end of the hunt McKenzie
developed its Crossbow Discharge Target.
It is made from E-Z flex foam for long life
and easy arrow removal. Call (800) 708-
0673 for information.

Excalibur’s new Shadow-Zone is made
with today’s avid crossbow hunter in
mind. The Shadow-Zone has a dual color
illuminated multiplex reticle for hunting in
low light conditions. It also features
Excalibur’s adjustable multiplex crosshair
system that makes it possible to adjust
crosshair spacing for precisely 10 yard
increments to match the exact trajectory
of any crossbow with velocities between
250 and 350 feet per second.
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exist if it were not for the crossbow. 
When it comes to the decision of

hunting with crossbow or vertical
bow there is no right or wrong
answer. It is what best suits the
needs of the individual customer. It
is up to the dealer to help the cus-
tomer select the proper equipment
after they have made that initial
choice. While it is a personal choice
for the individual for the dealer it is a
business decision. Although the
dealer who chooses not to sell cross-
bows is well within his rights as an
individual, it makes no business
sense. Failing to offer the customer a
product they want to buy does not
keep them from buying it but only
determines where they will buy it. An
archery shop that does not sell cross-
bows is like having an ice cream
shop that only sells vanilla. Some
people want chocolate. If you chose
to limit the customer’s choices they
will simply go to another shop and
you may not only lose the sale but
you run the risk of losing them as a
customer completely. 

Tom Jeffery, owner of Jeffery
Archery located in Columbia, South
Carolina said it much better than I
can. “I operate a full time, full line
archery shop but I am a business

man first and an archer second,”
explained Jeffery. “Personally I am a
traditional shooter and that is my
preferred method of hunting and
shooting but I am also pro-hunter
and pro-sportsman. The more peo-
ple I can get into the sport the better
it is for the sport and the better it is
for my business. My first job is to sat-
isfy my customers and provide them
what they want and what they need
to enjoy archery and the outdoors.
For me to not sell any and all archery
equipment including crossbows
would be idiotic.”      

PROMOTIONAL IDEAS
Simply adding crossbows to your

inventory and putting them on dis-
play will generate some interest but
utilizing in-house promotions are a
great way to jump start sales. Those
promotions can involve advertised
crossbow specials or sales as well as
in-house educational seminars.  

In addition to my writing assign-
ments I also present a variety of sem-
inar programs for clubs and sport
shows. The majority of these semi-
nars are focused on deer hunting
with bow and gun, however with the

growing interest in crossbows two
years ago I decided to put together a
program I called “Crossbow 101.” It
was a basic seminar that covered the
different crossbow designs, proper
cocking techniques, crossbow safety,
effective hunting ranges, different
bolt nock styles as well as crossbow
hunting tips. I also covered technical
subjects such as power stroke, the
importance of weight forward bal-
ance in crossbow bolts and the dif-
ferences in available crossbow
optics. I discussed various crossbow
accessories and allowed people who
were interested to handle the differ-
ent models and even take a shot or
two if they desired.

I was not really trying to pro-
mote crossbows, I was simply trying
to add another seminar program to
the menu I offered to clubs and
sports shows but I was shocked at
the reception and interest. The audi-
ences always consisted of a mixture
of gun hunters who were new to
bowhunting and experienced

With the high speeds and tremendous
forces generated by today’s powerful
crossbows every crossbow shooter needs a
good target that not only stops his bolts
but allows for easy withdrawal. McKenzie
fills the bill with its Crossbow Traveler and
Crossbow ShotBlocker. The Traveler mea-
surers 18 inches by 16 inches by 11 inches
deep and is suited for the back yard or
when heading to camp. The ShotBlocker is
slightly larger measuring 18 inches by 18
inches by 14 inches deep. Call (800) 708-
0673 for information.

Crossbow rail
lube is a basic
maintenance
item for all
crossbow shoot-
ers. Scorpion
Venom, manu-
facturer of
numerous
archery lubri-
cants and coat-
ings, offers a
popular cross-
bow rail lube. It
is a no mess, no
scent lubricant
that does not
attract dust or
dirt and increas-
es accuracy
while extending
string serving
life. It is a good
example of an
add-on and
impulse sale for
every crossbow
customer. Call
(319) 331-4700
for information.

Private labeled exclusively for Ten Point
by Bowjax, the Noise Dampening package
is a combination of accessories that pro-
gressively reduce decibel level and short-
en noise duration when used on a cross-
bow according to TenPoint. It features a
set of Bowjax limb vibration dampeners,
retention spring dampener and barrel
dampeners. Different versions are avail-
able for different crossbow configura-
tions. For additional information call (330)
628-9245.
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bowhunters who were both curious
and interested in learning more
about crossbows. Some already had
crossbows while others were consid-
ering purchasing one. My wife and I
answered a ton of questions and
handed out literature from manufac-
turers as well as contact information
for local shops. 

While I no longer operate a pro
shop the value of these informative
presentations became instantly
obvious to me. I would suggest that
dealers consider holding in-house
seminars such as the one I described
to attract and educate both present
and new customers. A number of
manufacturers offer assistance with
such programs either by providing
their factory-based technical staff or
by arranging for qualified pro
staffers to assist with or conduct
such programs. While each manu-
facturer and the support they pro-
vide is different it is well worth inves-
tigating the possibilities through
your manufacturer’s rep or by con-
tacting the manufacturer directly. 

“TenPoint Crossbow Technol-
ogies has approximately 50 knowl-
edgeable pro staffers spread across
the country,” said Phil Bednar, assis-
tant director of marketing for
TenPoint. “These pro staffers are an
important resource when it comes to
promoting crossbow hunting and
educating consumers. While we may
not be able to satisfy every request
we work with dealers as we can to
provide in shop support for cross-
bow promotions.”  TenPoint’s pro
staff is coordinated by Rick Coe,
regional sales manager, who can be
reached at (330) 628-9245.

Barb Terry who heads up
TenPoint's Customer Relations,
Training and Education is also a
great resource for the dealer both for

personal training or information
that should be included during in-
house seminars or training sessions.
Barb can be reached at (330) 628-
9245.  

Ted Harpham, director of sales
and marketing for Darton Archery, is
also heavily involved in dealer edu-
cation and in-house promotions.
“Life is all about choices.” Harpham
stressed. “Many hunters hunt with
bow, rifle and shotgun depending
upon the area, time of year and game
being sought. Some are now choos-
ing to add a crossbow to that list. If
the customer makes that decision it
only makes sense that the dealer
needs to be educated and equipped
to fill that need. I do numerous bow
seminars for dealers where the cus-
tomer can try both Darton’s vertical
bows as well as our line of crossbows.
It is not uncommon for the dealer to
sell between 15 and 50 crossbows
during one of these events, proving
the interest is there.”

“I see a lot of people buying
crossbows who have never
b o w h u n t e d
before,” said
Harpham. “To
the dealer that is
a new customer.
However I also
see a lot of
b o w h u n t e r s
who buy a cross-
bow so their
wife, child or
grandchild can
go with them
when they go
b o w h u n t i n g
with their verti-
cal bow. The
crossbow is
great for a per-
son who cannot

handle a vertical bow or who is not
proficient enough yet to go hunting
with one.  The crossbow also fits in
nicely with the growing popularity of
ground blinds where the adult can
sit side by side with a new hunter
and talk them through the entire
experience. Remember life is about
choices and this is just another
choice.” Ted Harpham can be con-
tacted at (800) 356-6522.  

CROSSBOW SEMINAR  
While sales and product promo-

tions work well I would strongly sug-
gest trying the seminar approach,
since that has a number of advan-
tages. While you can seek assistance
from manufacturers you can also do
it yourself. For those of you that have
never done anything like this before
here are some basic suggestions to
get you started.

Post some notices in the shop
and include in your advertising
information about the proposed
seminar several weeks before the
scheduled program to get the word
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Highly efficient for a crossbow, the Scorpyd Telson Crossbow deliv-
ers one pound of kinetic energy for each pound of draw weight. The
Telson is available in a 90 pound version which shoots a bolt at 325
feet per second and delivers 90 foot pounds of kinetic energy; a 110
pound version shoots a bolt at 360 feet per second with 110 foot
pounds of kinetic energy and a 130 pound version which delivers
385 feet per second with 132 foot pounds of kinetic energy. Much
of the kinetic energy produced by the Telson can be attributed to
the generous 19-3/4 inch power stroke.

“We are very excited about the Telson Series,” Jim Kempf from
Scorpyd Crossbows said. “We are the first company to offer cross-
bows where each pound of draw weight equals one pound of kinet-
ic energy. I am certain customers will be very pleased with the little
amount of draw weight that is required to get an amazing amount
of energy.”

The split limb Telson Series is only 16-3/4 inches axle to axle, 27-
1/2 inches overall when folded for easy cocking when sitting in a
treestand, and 37-1/2 inches long when the stock is extended.

Available from Scorpyd is its SLP-165 with 165 pound draw
weight that delivers a blistering 425 feet per second. As shown
this model uses solid limbs.
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out. A small printed notice could
also be handed out with every sales
slip. Don’t worry if the person is
going to buy a crossbow or not, the
object is to get the word out to his
friends about the upcoming event.

You will need some space to hold
the seminar and there is no better
place then your shooting lanes. If
you don’t have lanes you will need to
set aside an adequate area and that
may mean renting a hall. Arrange for
seating for those attending for sever-
al reasons. When giving a seminar
presentation it is best if the presen-
ter is slightly elevated from the audi-
ence for visibility and to make best
use of eye contact. With your audi-
ence seated, they are more comfort-
able and you are more visible so the
audience will naturally focus on you.
Having the audience seated also
works better as a standing person

will be more inclined to walk away
after a period of time. But people
who are seated are less likely to do so
as it means getting up and drawing
attention to themselves as they
leave. Another simple trick is to not
set up all the chairs you have avail-
able. It is impossible to determine
how many people will attend until
you do this a time or two. Set up a
few chairs and as people arrive set
up additional chairs or simply say,
“There are chairs stacked against the

wall, please get one for yourself.”
This presents a positive feel as there
are no empty chairs and even a small
number of people in chairs make the
seminar look full as opposed to a
larger number of people who are
scattered among a lot of empty
chairs. 

If possible arrange your cross-
bows so they can be seen by the
audience during the presentation.
Also have a table up front on which
you can arrange accessories about

Upgrades and improvements on even
the simplest of crossbow accessories can
mean add-on and upgrade sales for deal-
ers. Barnett’s rope cocker with built in
Allen wrenches (above) and TenPoint’s
compact and retractable ACUrope (below)
are two such examples.
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which you will be talking. During
your presentation use them as visual
examples to drive points home. For
instance don’t just tell them about
keeping  their fingers out of the line
of the string, show them.

Remember the presentation has
two purposes, first to educate the
customer about the crossbow and
available accessories and second to
sell them the product. In this case
the selling is done through the edu-

cational part of the presentation.
Many people get intimidated by talk-
ing to a group of people but as a
shop owner you already have a lot of
experience one on one. Presenting to
a group is really the same except it is
more efficient as you only have to
give the sales pitch once to impact a
larger number of people.

The seminar should run
between 30 and 40 minutes. If it is
shorter than 20 minutes people will

not think it was
worth their time
and after 40 min-
utes people will
start to lose inter-
est unless you are
a really good
speaker or have
good snacks and
free beer. 

R e m e m b e r

this is a seminar where you educate
people about crossbows and impress
upon them that you know your prod-
ucts and your shop is the best place
to buy. Based on my experience I
know that people want to learn a lit-
tle about the technical side of cross-
bows even if they do not totally
understand everything they hear. I
talk about draw weights, arrow
weights, FOC, power strokes, speeds
and trajectories. For this portion I
normally use a  flip chart on which I
illustrate my points but a piece of
large paper on the wall will do as
well. I discuss all the different safety
considerations and go over the spe-
cial features on the models I am
demonstrating. I explained the avail-
able accessories and the advantages
they offer in the field.

If you are giving the seminar in
your range now is the time to get

For 2011 TenPoint Technologies introduced the Carbon Fusion
CLS. It is 20 ounces lighter than the original Phantom CLS weight-
ing in at 7 pounds 3 ounces without accessories. The Carbon
Fusion CLS features the industry’s first woven carbon fiber barrel
designed for whisper-quiet and vibration free performance. It
comes in a complete package with choice of TenPoint's ACUdraw
or ACUdraw50. The crossbow is available in Authentic Carbon
Weave or Reatree APG HD finishes. For more information call
(330) 628-9245.

Also new from Ten Point Technologies for 2011 is the Stealth XLT.
It is an upgraded version of last years popular Turbo XLT. The 185
pound draw produces 320 feet per second and develops 95-1/2
foot pounds of kinetic energy. A 17-1/2 inch axle to axle width
makes the Stealth XLT easy to maneuver in tight hunting situa-
tions. The Stealth XLT comes in a complete package with choice of
TenPoint’s ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50.

Wicked Ridge by TenPoint Technologies offers the dealer a quali-
ty crossbow with the latest technology at an attractive price-point
due to a mix of imported and domestic parts. New from Wicked
Ridge for 2011 is the Invader. The Invader comes complete with a
built in self retracting cocking aid and is available in packages
designed to offer the basics at an affordable price. For information
on the complete Wicked Ridge line of crossbows and accessories
call (330) 628-9245.

Lighted nocks are not only a great add-on sale item but for the
crossbow hunter they are almost a necessity. With the speed of
crossbow bolts under normal hunting conditions they are typical-
ly impossible to see in flight. Lighted nocks not only allow the
shooter to see if he has a hit or miss but also help locate the bolt
after the shot. Lighted nocks are available in both half moon and
flat nock styles. Burt Coyote manufactures the Lumenok, a light-
ed nock, that can be installed in existing bolts or are available
already installed in ready made fletched bolts for a quick and
easy sale. Call Burt Coyote at (309) 358-1602 for information.
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your audience to handle the various
models you offer and shoot them as
well. I also found it is the perfect
opportunity to effectively demon-
strate some accessories. Instead of
simply shooting a bolt into the target
shoot one with a lighted nock. While
those of us familiar with lighted
nocks take them for granted, the first
time I fired one in a seminar I
thought all of the air was sucked out
of the room judging by the gasp the
crowd let out. Lighted nocks aren’t
too impressive hanging on a peg-
board wall but they create a big
impression when they light up on
the way to the target. I know I could
have sold every person in my audi-
ence a pack of lighted nocks after I
fired that first shot. The other thing
that shocked me was the interest in
targets. The common complaint and
concern of many in the audience
was that their targets did not stop

bolts from a crossbow and the tar-
gets that stopped the bolts made
them difficult to remove. By having
the proper targets on hand and
including them in the demonstra-
tion I could have again sold one to
many of those attending.

These are just some quick
thoughts on which you can build an
effective seminar. Depending upon
the lengths to which you wish to go I
can see having soft drinks or maybe
coffee and donuts on hand. Make up

some packets of information for
handouts. Be sure to collect all the
names and contact information of
those attending for your newsletter
or mailing list. You might consider
drawing a name from those in atten-
dance for a free promotional item or
possibility announcing that any
crossbow bought within “X” number
of days gets “X” percentage discount
or free lighted nocks etc. While we

TM

SOMETIMES
LESS IS MORELESS IS MORE
WITH THE HALO r400  LASER RANGE FINDER

r400 HALO

$129.99 MSRP $159.99 MSRP $199.99 MSRP

r500x r900x

Range More for Less!
BA PRODUCTS | 800.847.8269
www.wildgameinnovations.com

Wildgame™ set out to make the ultimate 

line of laser range finders from the inside 

out. Examining the inner most working 

parts allowed us to eliminate non-crucial 

elements to increase the efficiency of the 

unit.  All the while reducing the actual cost 

of each rangefinder.  A new breed of super 

efficient Wildgame™ rangefinders born in 

a compact size to benefit all hunters who 

want it all, but still believe that less is more.

7

w4.2in. x h3in. / 1.7in. deep

6X Power
weight 8oz.

Precision: +/- 1yd.
Water resistant.

o

Targets make great add-on sales items but
crossbows require a target that not only
stops the high speed, hard hitting bolts but
also allows them to be easily withdrawn.
Targets filling that need are available from
SpyderWeb, a company that offers a variety
of target sizes to suit every budget and
need as well as crossbow targets. The self-
healing interior means a longer life while
maintaining the stopping power required
to stop high speed crossbow bolts. The tar-
get not only stops an arrow shot from any
crossbow but it also allows for easy two fin-
ger removal. SpyderWeb comes in a variety
of sizes including a small 14 inch model
that is small enough to do double duty as
both a regular target and as a discharge
target. Call (269) 982-8033 for more infor-
mation on SpyderWeb targets.

Continued on page 50
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THE BEST CROSSBOWS UNDER $500 ... EVER.

Now available with an array of new high-performance accessories. HUNT THE RIDGE.

Shown with optional TenPoint™ 3X Multi-Line™ Scope

byby

UNCOMPROMISING TENPOINT™ QUALITY. 
REMARKABLE ACCURACY. PERFECT PRICE TAG.

starting at: $499

 305 FPS   

180 LB. Draw Weight

 86.8 FP Kinetic Energy

Now available with NEW TenPoint™ 

3x Multi-Line™ scope, ACU-52™ 

cocking device, 6-arrow quiver, 

3-pack of arrows, and sling.

Now available with NEW TenPoint™ 

3x Multi-Line™ scope, 6-arrow quiver, 

3-pack of arrows, and sling.

starting at: $399

 285 FPS   

165 LB. Draw Weight

 75.8 FP Kinetic Energy
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Lighter and faster than the award-winning Turbo XLT, 
the NEW Stealth XLT combines radically compact 

Xtreme Limb Technology with a machined aluminum 
barrel and TenPoint’s patented GripSafety™, for a truly 

uncompromising shooting experience.

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE.
www.tenpointcrossbows.com
1-800-548-6837

320 FPS

185 LB. Draw Weight

95.5 FP Kinetic Energy

SPECS

Only 13.5" axle-to-axle 
when cocked!

Don’t miss the NEW 6 Point Series Maverick HP for a 
deadly combination of blistering speed and crushing 

knockdown power, all at a great value!

325 FPS

175 LB. Draw Wt.

98.5 FP KE

SPECS
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focused this seminar idea on the
crossbow it is applicable to other
promotions as well and is limited
only by your imagination.

My crossbow seminar sugges-
tion was borne out by J.D. Norton,
owner of Not Just Fishing located in
Granite Falls, North Carolina. “I hold
crossbow seminars in my shop every
other month,” said Norton. “Each
seminar draws between 8 and 12
people on average and my records
indicate that I normally have 60 per-
cent sales at each seminar. Normally
these are new customers who not
only return to the shop for other
items but also refer their friends to
us as well. If you take all that into
consideration the numbers of sales
generated per seminar are actually
much higher than they appear.”    

CROSSBOW TRENDS
Changes in crossbows have been

constant both in design and cosmet-
ically. One trend among manufac-
turers is in relationship to overall
width. Just like vertical compound
bow lengths crossbow axle to axle
dimensions have decreased in some
models to satisfy the customer’s
desire for increased maneuverability
in hunting situations. Pistol grips
and thumbhole stocks once only
available on higher priced models
are now more commonly available
on lesser priced bows. Most manu-
facturers are also paying more atten-
tion to overall ergonomics making
the bows feel more comfortable to
the user. While crossbows by their
very nature tend to be heavy
improved ergonomics and better
weight distribution can make one

bow actually feel lighter than anoth-
er even though their weights might
be identical. This is important as the
customer gets the distinct impres-
sion that one bow “feels better”
before they even fire it. Remember
that bows with different physical
weight distributions feel different to
people of different physical sizes. A

Continued from page 47

There is a strong trend towards smaller fletching on crossbow bolts. This trend is an
opportunity for dealers to generate bolt sales to previous customers who want to keep
step with the latest developments. Flex Fletch (above) has developed a 2 and 3 inch
fletch called the Silent Knight that they
designed specifically for crossbows. The
Fusion vane from Norway (below) is also
popular and appeals to crossbow shooters
for its visibility and size. For 2011 Arizona
Rim is offering a fletching jig (at right)
designed for large shafts and smaller vanes
for crossbow bolts. All developments such as
these provide selling opportunities for deal-
ers who stock crossbows.

The excessive force and vibration gener-
ated by today’s crossbows has led to the
need for new products and compounds to
provide effective silencing and vibration
dampener systems. To address the prob-
lem for 2011 AIM offers Whisper Buddies.
According to AIM the secret behind the
Whisper Buddies is the high tech material
that absorbs the vibration and transforms
it to heat. Initial testing of the Buddies
indicates they are extremely durable. For
information on Whisper Buddies call (908)
735-6111.

Bowjax is a well known name providing
vibration and sound dampeners for both
vertical bows and crossbows. The Bowjax
Crossbow Kits contain a pair of
Monsterjax limb dampeners in either solid
limb or split limb design. Also included are
four Crossbow Slipjax and one bolt reten-
tion String Dampener. The crossbow kit
contains all that is needed to outfit any
crossbow. Call (208) 762-3692 for addi-
tional information.
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person with long arms can better
handle more weight forward than a
person with short arms. 

String stoppers and larger limb
and string silencers are being added
to crossbows to deaden the vibration
and lessen the noise. These are good
features to point out when making a
sale and if the model you are selling
does not offer these items standard
they become great add-on sale
items.

Trigger designs are being fine-
tuned and most bows now have
reduced trigger pulls with smoother
actions. Heavier limbs and more effi-
cient limb and cam designs are pro-
viding bows with greater speeds.

Several manufacturers are now
offering crossbows with carbon
components for increased strength
and reduced weight. Expect this
trend to continue into the future as
carbon leaves a larger footprint on
crossbow design.

Because of these dramatic

changes all of the above become
strong selling points for new cus-
tomers as well as giving customers
who already own a crossbow a rea-
son to consider upgrading to the
newest model in order to take
advantage of the latest technology.

UPGRADES AND ADD-ON
SALE ACCESSORIES

In areas where the crossbow
market has been established for a
few years dealers are seeing cus-
tomers coming in to upgrade not
only their crossbows but their acces-
sories as well. New developments
have been made in optics, broad-
heads, fletching and arrows specifi-
cally designed for the crossbow mar-
ket. Every one of these develop-
ments gives the dealer an opportuni-
ty to make an add-on sale for a new
customer or an upgrade sale with an
existing customer. The crossbow
market is not stagnant. It is dynamic
and expanding, presenting great

The Burt Coyote Company
www.lumenok.net

309-358-1602

Get the free mobile app at

http://gettag.mobi

Mechanical cocking devices are a great
add-on for people without the strength or
physical ability to use a conventional rope
cocker. Mechanical cockers reduce the
effort required to cock the bow to mere
pounds and have a ratchet lock making
cocking safe and easy. Units are normally
model or manufacturer specific and they
make great add-on sales for those requir-
ing this extra help. The unit shown here is
made by Barnett Crossbows for one of
their models. For more information call
(727) 234-4962.

Barnett Vice President David Barnett said, “Our Ghost 350 and 400 models feature our
new CRT (Carbon Riser Technology) that represents a giant leap forward in strength to
weight ratio. The CRT Riser offers an incredible five to one safety factor which is always
comforting for the shooter, especially at the high performance levels of 175 pound draw
bows that generate speeds over 350 feet per second.”

The new Ghost features Barnett’s high-tech AVI molded over laminated limbs that
reduce noise and vibra-
tion up to 30 percent
according to Barnett.
The Ghost 400 has a
draw weight of 185
pounds and propels a
bolt at 400 feet per sec-
ond generating 151
foot pounds of energy.
The Ghost 350 has a
draw weight of 175
pounds and delivers
350 feet per second
with 116 foot pounds
of energy. For addition-
al information call
(727) 234-4962.
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opportunities for the dealer.
While many crossbows were

originally sold with peep sights
scopes quickly became the norm
along with no magnification Red Dot
scopes. The next level in optics was
lighted scopes with multiple reticles
which are still popular today.
However a new level of optics now
allow the shooter to compensate for
the speed of the crossbow and tra-
jectory of an arrow resulting in the
user being able to set the reticles in
exact 10 yard increments. Scopes
with this ability include the Shadow-
Zone Illuminated Scope from
Excalibur Crossbows and the Tru-
Brite Xtreme trajectory compensat-
ing scope from TruGlo. The Pin Point

Scope from Parker’s Red Hot acces-
sory line lets you set the recticles at
10 yard increments once you wrap
the turret with a sight tape matched
to the crossbow’s arrow speed.

New for 2011 is the WXB-
Evolution FFP crossbow scope from
Winchester Archery. The FFP is a
variable powered scope (1X to 4X)
and features five internal reticles.
The user sights in and records the
point of impact
for each of the
reticles. Sight-in
cross hair at 20
yards using the
adjustments on
the scope. Once
complete simply

move back the range (without
adjusting the scope) to determine
the point of impact of the second
reticle and then move back again to
determine the third reticle and so on
until the point of impact of all reti-
cles has been recorded. Because all
reticles are physically mounted on
the front focal plane (thus the name
FFP) all reticles remain dead on at
the distance recorded regardless of

The Buck Commander from Barnett is built on a strong lightweight high tech composite
stock that allows for the integration of a crank cocking device and Barnsdale/Gordon
Glass laminated limbs. According to Barnett each limb is fitted with over-molding with
AVI technology that quiets noise up to 30 percent while also reducing unwanted vibra-
tions. The new aluminum flight rail provides increased durability as well as increased
accuracy. The Buck Commander features a patented, shoot-through foot stirrup for
increased power and speed by extending the power stoke to 15 inches producing 365
feet per second and 129 foot pounds of energy.

The Buck Commander comes standard with Barnett’s new 3-1/2 pound MIM, Anti Dry
Fire trigger system
and integrated crank
cocking device. Also
standard is the new
illuminated 3X32
magnified scope that
provides the illumina-
tion of a red dot sight
with the efficiency
and accuracy of a
multi-reticule scope.

The Block Black Crossbow Target has spe-
cially created high-contrast target pat-
terns on all four sides for increased visual
acquisition. Constructed of a special high-
density formula of proprietary PolyFusion
the Block Black is tested to stop arrows
traveling in excess of 400 feet per second.
The shooting zones on each side of the tar-
get are offset from those on the other side
for longer target life. Due to the speed and
energy delivered by today’s crossbows a
quality target is a must for the crossbow
shooter and makes an excellent add-on
sales opportunity. For more information
on the Block Black Crossbow Target call
(800) 282-4868.

Winchester Archery’s new Stallion crossbow galloped onto the scene with its Accu-
Speed Technology (AST) cams and a match grade stainless steel trigger. Featuring a
beautifully styled stock with padded pistol grip, forearm and cheekpiece the company
says it fits like a glove and holds steady as a rock. At just 18 inches axle to axle, uncocked,
and weighing a scant 6.8 pounds the ultra-compact Stallion packs 115 foot pounds of
kinetic energy. The retracted cocking stirrup platform and compact stock configuration
make the Stallion easy to carry and maneuver. Winchester has replaced the conventional
bolt retention spring found on other crossbows with a retention plunger which it says
eliminates noise and vibration. The Stallion utilizes a caliber style jaw release which
results in better string travel and increased accuracy. For additional information call
(877) 227-9445.

Winchester Archery’s Bronco crossbow features a popular split
limb design with 150 pound draw weight delivering 315 feet per
second and 90 plus foot pounds of energy. The Bronco has a com-
plete built in sound deadening system including twin carbon rod
string stops. Built in Quiet Touch areas on the cheekpiece and pis-
tol grip add a high degree of comfort. All Winchester crossbows
use only stainless steel hardware to eliminate rusty screws when
exposed to the elements. For information on Winchester’s com-
plete line of call (877) 227-9445.
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the power setting of the scope. This
allows the user to change the power
and resulting field of view while the
predetermined reticles ranges
remain unchanged. This means the
scope can be set on a higher power
for pin-point accuracy on a longer
shot or on a low power with wider
field of view when a close shot pre-
sents itself or when hunting in thick
cover where a large field of view is
desired. A small T-shape above the
crosshair is an indicator of the high-
est point of trajectory of the bolt at
any range.  This feature allows the
user to put the reticle on the target
and by glancing at the T-shape above

the crosshair to see if there is any
obstruction in the flight path of the
bolt before firing. This is a great fea-
ture when shooting at medium to
long range when in heavy cover,
since crossbows have a rainbow tra-
jectory just like vertical bows. The
FFP features a 30mm scope body
and multi-coated lenses for maxi-
mum light transmission in low light.
The reticles can be illuminated over
a range of brightness settings to suit

any hunting condition using the
built-in rheostat. The FFP may just
be the ultimate in a crossbow scope
and it makes an excellent add-on for
a crossbow sale as well as an upgrade
sale for a present crossbow owner
looking to improve their set-up.

Cocking ropes are a pretty basic
accessory when it comes to cross-
bows; at least they used to be. For
2011 TenPoint introduces the
ACUrope, a fully-retractable univer-

The WXB Evolution FFP crossbow scope
from Winchester Archery is ideal for open
fields as well as deep woods and dense
thickets. When set on the 1-1/4 power the
user gets a 17 foot wide field of view for
quick target acquisition. In wide open
hardwoods and field edges increasing the
magnification of the scope clearly defines
the target and allows pinpoint accuracy at
extended ranges. At all ranges from mini-
mum to maximum and at any setting in-
between all of the crosshairs hold true to
the sighted in distances. Bright, clear, light
gathering optics are enhanced with a
30mm tube. The illuminated reticle with
two colors and five brightness settings
allow the hunter to take advantage of the
last bit of legal hunting time even in the
darkest timber or deepest swamp. For
more information call (877) 227-9445.

Horton’s Vision 175 is a compact high-performance crossbow whose design is based
upon Horton’s proprietary Frontal String Technology and Reverse Limb design. The
string forward design
takes the forward
weight associated with
normal crossbows and
places it between the
users hands for an
improved feel of bal-
ance making the cross-
bow seem lighter and
easier to hold. The
Vision 175 has a 175
pound draw weight and
a 13 inch power stroke.
For information call
(330) 474-5710.
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sal rope cocker that provides smooth
accurate cocking when you need it
and gets out of the way when you
don’t. The draw-cords retract into
the grips and the grips dovetail
together and slip inside a belt-
mounted holster out of the way yet
handy in an instant. Barnett incor-
porated into its rope cocker four dif-
ferent sizes of Allen wrenches that
fold into the handle. Both of these
accessories can be used with any
crossbow and are excellent examples
of opportunities for add-on or
upgraded sales. 

Lighted nocks were mentioned
earlier in this feature and are an item
that I think are often undersold by
dealers. I would suggest that any-
time a customer tries out a crossbow

in your range his final shot is with a
lighted nock. When he is all done
shooting simply say, “Let’s try one
more shot. I want you to see how this
lighted nock works.”  Based on my
seminar experience I believe you will
sell at least 60 percent of those who
are buying a crossbow lighted nocks
with their purchase and another 20
percent will come back to buy them
before the hunting season. You may
only sell one lighted nock to some
customers but most people will buy
three. In my opinion lighted nocks
are the easiest add-on sale you can
make with crossbows. A good selling
point is that with the speed of the
crossbow especially at short to medi-
um range shots the bolts are very dif-
ficult if not impossible to see without

the glowing trace a lighted
nock provides.

TenPoint and Parker
both offer built-in cocking
systems as an option or as

standard equipment in specific
models: TenPoint uses a ratchet hid-
den in the stock while Parker’s
Concorde uses a compressed gas
cylinder housed under the barrel.
Most other crossbow manufacturers
offer rope cockers standard with the
bow while offering mechanical cock-
ing devices as an option. Any form of
mechanical cocking device is ideal
for persons who are unable to use a
rope cocker easily. Remember even
with the 50 percent force reduction a
rope cocker offers it still requires
between 75 and 100 pounds to cock
the bow. Depending upon the cus-
tomers’ physical limitations
mechanical cockers can make an
excellent add-on sale. 

RELATED ADD-ON SALES
Crossbow bolts have undergone

some tweaking with the addition of
heavier brass inserts to shift the FOC
of the arrow towards the tip for

Horton’s Bone Collector crossbow is a
short bow with a long powerstroke. With a
draw weight of 185 pounds and a power
stroke of 14-3/4 inches it delivers 320 feet
per second. The composite ergonomic
thumbhole stock has an interchangeable
over-molded recoil pad that allows the
trigger pull length to be adjusted to 13, 13-
1/2 or 14 inches to fit the user.

Hickory Creek has an In-Line Crossbow that can be shot either vertically or horizontally
and which features an adjustable bow grip so one size fits all adults. It has a 18-1/2 inch
axle to axle width and overall length of only 37 inches. Weighing just 5 pounds 6 ounces
it has a draw weight of 75 pounds and delivers over 300 feet per second utilizing full
length arrows. It breaks down easily for storage or travel and no bow press is necessary
to change strings.

While it is available as a complete bow system the In-Line Draw-Loc is also available to
mount on an existing vertical bow. This system easily mounts using existing arrow rest
mounting holes and in short order an archer can convert his existing bow to one that
can be drawn with leg muscles if needed and locked at full draw. For more information
on this interesting development call Hickory Creek at (228) 832-2649.
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better flight and tighter groups. 
A number of manufactures are

now offering “crossbow broad-
heads”. In most cases these heads are
all heavier, from 125 to 150 grain, for
increased tip weight resulting in
increased stability, better tracking
and tighter groups. Penetration is
not normally a problem with cross-
bows but heavier broadheads and
inserts definitely improve penetra-
tion even on poor hits resulting in
greater chances of recovery. Heavier
weight arrows, courtesy of the shaft
construction or the use of heavy
components, can reduce the noise
and vibration common in most
crossbows.

At one time 5 inch fletching was
common on crossbow bolts then 4
inch became the standard but fol-
lowing the trend to smaller fletch
several manufacturers are offering
short low profile vanes for crossbow
bolts. For 2011 Flex-Fletch Products
offers its Silent Knight shield shaped
vane in 2 and 3 inch sizes specifical-
ly designed for crossbow bolts.

Fletching jigs followed suit as
Arizona Rim Country introduced its
Arizona E-Z Fletch “Bolt”. This jig is
specifically designed to apply a
uniquely radical helical to a 2 inch
vane that not only stiffens the vane
but creates more torque in flight to
increase stability and accuracy

according to Arizona’s President
Randy Phillips. The vane is actually
“cupped” as it is applied, a technique
that was developed in model rock-
etry and then made the transition to
archery. The cupping has the effect
of stiffening the vane so it’s less like-
ly to flutter at high speeds.  

Rail lubes, limb and string
silencers, cases and slings are only a
small sample of the add-on items that
complement a crossbow sale.  All of
the these items offer excellent cross-
bow add-on sales opportunities.  

CROSSBOW SERVICE
While some customers may

attempt to do minor service on their
compound bow few are brave
enough to tackle a crossbow.
Although today’s crossbows are basi-
cally trouble fee they do require
more service than a regular com-
pound due to the short power
strokes and high draw weights.
Cables stretch and strings wear
much faster than on a vertical bow,
requiring inspection and occasional

For 2011 Darton Archery has announced the latest version of its
popular Serpent LTD crossbow, the Serpent LTD II. The Serpent LTD
II has a narrow profile and a popular tactical look. The LTD II has a
set of split laminated limbs with a 180 pound draw weight, new
high performance cams, and a crisp 3 to 3-1/2 pound match trigger.
The new Serpent LTD II will launch a 400 grain arrow at 354 feet per
second with only a 13 inch power stroke. With an axle to axle length
of only 19 inches and a mass weight of under 8 pounds the Serpent
LTD II combines a blend of power, performance, and maneuverabili-
ty in a small package. The Serpent LTD II is available in both a camo
or an all black finish. Call (989) 728-4231 for more information on
Darton crossbows.

Darton’s Scorpion crossbow uses a trigger forward design that
allows for a longer power stroke while maintaining a balanced
feel in the hand. The Scorpion’s 15-1/2 inch power stroke deliv-
ers 330 feet per second with a 475 grain bolt and 345 feet per
second when using a 425 grain bolt. Weighing in at 8-1/4
pounds the Scorpion stock incorporates a large flange on the
forearm to minimize the risk of the shooter placing his fingers
in the path of the bowstring. The redesigned 165 pound
Scorpion also makes the crossbow easier to cock, a great sell-
ing feature for women and young adults. For more information
call (989) 728-4231.

Ted Harpham, sales and marketing director for Darton Archery (left) and Shane Ancel
(behind counter), assistant manager for Eagle Valley Outfitters are shown here going
over the finer points of Darton’s new Serpent LTD II crossbow with a customer. Harpham
travels throughout Darton’s dealer network holding seminars to promote both the
Darton line and the pro shop he is visiting.
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replacement. A yearly tune up is a
good idea and should be encouraged
among your customers. Talk to your
crossbow suppliers to see what ser-
vice tips they can provide as well as
when they would prefer to have a
bow under warranty returned to
them for service.

The tools required to service a
crossbow are the same as for a com-
pound. Many modern bow presses
readily accept crossbows. Service
means money and here is another
area where a crossbow brings the
customer and his wallet back into
your shop. 

DEALER COMMENTS
These comments from retailers

may make those readers new to
crossbow sales more comfortable
with the category.

Shane Ancel, assistant manager
of Eagle Valley Outfitters in
Pinconning, Michigan told
ArrowTrade, “The majority of our
crossbow customers are people who
for various reasons cannot pull back
a bow of hunting weight. While some
are young people, most are older. So

in essence these are not sales that
lost us a compound sale they are
really sales we would never have
made if we did not offer crossbows.
As a promotion I have arranged for
Ted Harpham, marketing director of
Darton, to bring the Darton trailer to
our shop for a special event we call
Darton Days. It gives our customers
a chance to try Darton’s compounds

as well as its crossbow line. It will be
a great event for our customers and
great for our shop as well.”

“We sell both compound cross-
bows and recurve crossbows,” said
Audie Brumfield, manager of
Dance’s Sporting Goods in Colonial
Heights, Virginia. “You would think
everyone would want a compound
crossbow but we do a great job with

Parker Bows introduced
for 2011 the Concorde
Crossbow with a Quick
Draw System which results
in an automatic cocking
crossbow. The Concorde
features a hunting cross-
bow with push-button
ease of operation and 300
plus feet per second per-
formance.

At the heart of the
Concorde is Parker’s patented Quick Draw System, which features a CO2 powered inter-
nal cocking mechanism. The Quick Draw System is operated by simply pressing a button
that is recessed into the rear of the butt stock. By pressing the button, the Concorde
automatically draws the string into the fully-cocked position in approximately two sec-
onds and is whisper quiet in its operation. In addition to cocking the Concorde, the Quick
Draw System also allows the user to quickly and easily “Un-Cock” the crossbow with the
same push of a button. The CO2 is supplied via a standard, refillable 9 ounce CO2 bottle.
A full bottle can cock the Concorde approximately 30-40 times. Phone (540) 337-5426
for information.

Grim Reaper introduced its new X-Bow
RazorCut SS to meet the demand for a
broadhead specifically designed to work
with crossbows. This solid steel machined
cut-on-contact tip has not just been
renamed as a crossbow broadhead but
rather was designed to meet the
demands of the higher speeds generated
by today’s crossbows. This new head fea-
tures a stronger internal spring to assure
the blades remain closed even when shot
at speeds up to 450 feet per second. The
X-Bow is available in weights of 100 grain
as well as the heavier weight of 125
grains which is gaining in popularity
among crossbow shooters. The X-Bow
comes with a practice head of the same
weight for the convenience of practice
and sighting in. Call (801) 377-6199 for
more information.
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the Excalibur recurve crossbow. It is
light, simple, trouble free and deadly
accurate. It seems to have its own
following as people come in and ask
for it specifically.”

“Here in South Carolina we have
seen crossbow hunting opportuni-
ties constantly increase,” explained
Tom Jeffery, owner of Jeffery Archery
in Columbia, South Carolina. “I
know some dealers refuse to sell
crossbows but I fail to understand
that logic. We are in business to
make money and build our busi-
nesses. Those who do not participate
in crossbow sales are simply giving
business away. I suggest they take
the time to learn about crossbows
just as they have done with the com-
pound. Soon the customer will learn
about their knowledge and abandon
the gun shop or the big box store and
come to the ‘archery experts’. To me
selling crossbows just makes busi-
ness sense.”  

“We offer Parker, Barnett,
Horton and Excalibur in our shop,”
Jeffery continued. “That selection
allows us to meet the needs and bud-
gets of our customers. I also keep up
on all the latest developments such
as the new Concord with the built-in
Quick Draw CO2 cocking system
from Parker. Many crossbow owners
are just like compound shooters,
they like to keep up with the latest
technology and many people are
already asking for the Concord. At
this point I am expecting a good year
in crossbow sales.”

“Crossbows were legalized last
year in North Carolina,” stressed J.D.

Norton owner of Not Just Fishing in
Granite Falls, North Carolina. “In
spite of the poor economy, when our
customers repeatedly ask for a par-
ticular item we add it to our invento-
ry. We found that crossbows were
one of those items most requested. I
have found that 80 percent of my
crossbow sales are for a bowhunter’s
wife or children that they want to get
into the sport but who are not able to
handle a regular hunting weight
bow.” 

“I carry PSE, Barnett, TenPoint
and Parker,” Norton said. “When we
moved into our new building we had
a grand opening and we had several
of our crossbow manufacturer’s pre-
sent in-house seminars and the
interest was overwhelming. I pre-
pared various packages at different
price points and had all the bows
sighted in. When a customer tries a
crossbow and hits the bulls-eye with

his first shot you can mark it sold.”  
Len Marsh, owner of Macrotech

in Baltimore, Maryland sells and ser-
vices crossbows. “I have always seen
the crossbow as just another selling
opportunity,” said Marsh. “Maryland
has always had crossbow permits for
handicapped but recently opened
up fully for everyone and we have
seen an increase in sales. Because
Maryland is heavily populated there
are areas you cannot hunt with a rifle
making these areas ideal for a cross-
bow. This is generating additional
sales from rifle hunters as well. Also
there are both young kids and older
people who simply cannot handle
the draw weight required to hunt
with a vertical bow and here again
the crossbow is the answer. People
just want to have choices and while I
have not seen it a lot I have had peo-
ple who were hunting with a cross-
bow buy a vertical bow for the

New from Parker
for 2011 is the
Hornet Extreme
which combines a
classic design
with an ultra
compact, aggres-
sively styled high
performance
crossbow. The
Hornet Extreme has a draw weight of 165 pounds and produces over 88 foot pounds of
energy at 315 feet per second. Weighing in at 7-1/2 pounds the Hornet Extreme has a
compact axle-to-axle dimension of only 16-3/4 inches when cocked. The elevated comb
(cheek rest) has been styled with a classic Monte Carlo look for those who prefer the
appearance and feel of their favorite hunting rifle. The stock also features a vented fore-
arm, safety finger flange, aggressive thumb hole and a textured pistol grip. As with all
Parker crossbows, the Hornet Extreme features the firm’s100 percent metal G2 Trigger
with an ambidextrous auto-engage safety and anti dry-fire device. To learn more about
the Hornet Extreme as well as all other Parker crossbows call (540) 337-5426.

For 2011 Carbon Express introduced the Convert CX1 crossbow
which combines great looks and rugged performance. The CX1 was
designed to allow for a custom fit for the user by utilizing an
ergonomic stock design with a 1 inch stock pad insert and multi-
position forearm to provide maximum adjustability to accommo-
date users with any shooting style and hand position. The Convert
has a 185 pound draw weight and delivers 330 feet per second and
105 pounds of kinetic energy. To learn more call Carbon Express at
(800) 241-4833.

According to Carbon Express its X-Force 400 is specifically
designed for tight spaces and hunters with smaller frames or
physical limitations with no compromise in accuracy. The X
Force 400 features a full size stock design with a 5 inch shorter
arrow rail than standard crossbows. The 12 inch power stroke
combined with the short, light draw bow makes it an ideal bow
to consider for youth and women as well as smaller statured
men. Call (800) 241-4833 for additional information.
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increased challenge. I see my job as
just helping them make their choice
work well for them. We have also
built up quite a service business
repairing and changing strings and
cables on crossbows. Bottom line is
the crossbow offers the dealer addi-
tional opportunities for sales and to
not take advantage of that opportu-
nity just doesn’t  make sense.”  

SUMMARY
Crossbows offer the dealer excel-

lent opportunities to expand their
customer base and add money to the
bottom line. However it doesn’t hap-
pen just because you hang a cross-
bow on the wall. There is a learning
curve and some effort is involved. It
is no different than compound bows,
releases, high tech sights or
adjustable arrow rests. Everything
has a learning curve and crossbows
are no different. But the good news is
they are easier to sell than a com-

pound as there is literally no person-
al fitting and exact matching of
arrows in regard to bow weight and
draw length. Less time per sale
means a better financial return for
your time.

However do not make the mis-
take of thinking that just because
crossbows are easier to sell they offer
fewer possibilities for add-on or
expanded sales. The opportunities
are truly endless because we’re at a
stage in the crossbow market where

accessories are rapidly being devel-
oped and the crossbows themselves
are steadily being improved. 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
editorial planning and writing duties
with ArrowTrade, John Kasun is an
outdoor seminar speaker and a busi-
ness consultant with experience in
corporations large and small. He can
be reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Tink’s scientifi c frenzy to create the perfect synthetic buck 
lure that does it all is now a reality. Tink’s Magnetics Buck 
Attractant isn’t designed to smell like doe urine. It’s a blend 
of compounds formulated to be a powerful buck attractant 
all season long because it’s designed to trigger three of 
a buck’s key olfactory senses: curiosity, dominance, and 
reproductive. Bucks can’t resist Tink’s Magnetics! 

Barb Terry (right) heads up TenPoint's
Customer Relations, Training & Education.
Barb is shown here on a recent trip to
TownHall Archery located in Belleville,
Illinois to help with an in-house crossbow
seminar. In-house promotions strengthen
customer relationships as well as bringing
new customers into your shop.
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